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Abstract—Conventional Internet of Things (IoT) applications involve data capture from various sensors in environments, and the captured data then is processed in remote clouds. However, some critical IoT applications (e.g., autonomous vehicles) require a much lower response latency and more secure guarantees than those offered by remote clouds today. Mobile edge clouds (MEC) supported by network function virtualization (NFV) technique have been envisioned as an ideal platform for supporting such IoT applications. Specifically, MECs enable to handle IoT applications in edge networks to shorten network latency, and NFV enables agile and low-cost network functions to run in low-cost commodity servers as Virtual Machines (VMs).

One fundamental problem for the provisioning of IoT applications in an NFV-enabled MEC is where to place virtualized network functions (VNFs) for IoT applications in the MEC, such that the operational cost of provisioning IoT applications is minimized. In this paper, we first address this fundamental problem, by considering a special case of the IoT application placement problem, where the IoT application and VNFs of each service request are consolidated into a single location (gateway or cloudlet), for which we propose an exact solution and an approximation algorithm with a provable approximation ratio. We then develop a heuristic algorithm that controls the resource violation ratios of edge clouds in the network. For the IoT application placement problem for IoT applications where their VNFs can be placed to multiple locations, we propose an efficient heuristic that jointly places the IoT application and its VNFs. We finally study the performance of the proposed algorithms by simulations and implementations in a real test-bed. Experimental results show that the performance of the proposed algorithms outperform their counterparts by at least 10%.

Index Terms—Mobile edge clouds; network function virtualization; Internet of Things (IoT) application; approximation algorithms; VNF placement; algorithm design.

1 INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) as the interconnection of intelligent devices and management platforms that collectively enable the “smart world” has been envisioned as an enabling technology that can transfer various aspects of people’s daily lives from wellness and health monitoring to smart utility meters [7], [38], [43], [44], [61]. Existing IoT platforms usually offload the generated data from heterogeneous IoT nodes to their applications in remote data centers for storage and analysis, through network transmission services leased from network service providers. To ensure the security and privacy of the offloaded data, network service providers install various hardware-based network functions (middle-boxes) in gateways or switches of their operational network infrastructures. This however may degrade the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of IoT applications due to a prohibitive transmission delay from the IoT nodes to remote data centers. Furthermore, these installed hardware-based network functions are expensive and inflexible to manage, thereby preventing new services for fast deployments and significantly increasing development cycles of new IoT applications [15], [16].

Mobile edge cloud (MEC) computing and network function virtualization (NFV) technologies enhance the QoS of users [15], [16], [17], [58], [59], by moving computing resources into mobile access networks within the proximity of IoT nodes. Further, the adoption of NFV can reduce the usage cost of network functions by shifting the implementations of network functions from hardware to software that run in Virtual Machines (VMs). Also, distributing intelligence throughout the mobile edge cloud enables real-time analytics and business intelligence to be possible, through the provisioning of a collection of virtualized network functions (VNFs) such as gateways, mobile core, deep packet inspection (DPI), security, routing, and traffic.

In this paper, we aim to develop algorithmic techniques to provide efficient, secure and agile data processing services for IoT applications in an MEC, through finding strategic locations in the MEC for both IoT applications and VNFs placements. One challenge is how to offload the data of IoT devices to their IoT applications. Usually, this is addressed by including gateways to bridge communication networks and IoT devices. Traditional gateways however are hardware based, and only perform built-in functions. In contrast, we consider a scenario where each gateway is attached to a physical server and VMs are instantiated in the server to implement gateway functions and the other network functions. An example of such gateways is the smart IoT
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gateway powered by Intel Movidius Vision Accelerator [32], [34]. Another challenge is how to jointly find appropriate locations for IoT applications and VNFs in the MEC, such that the cost of offloading data from IoT nodes to their services is minimized, while the QoS requirements of these applications are met.

Existing studies on NFV in literature often assume that the locations of IoT applications are fixed and given as a priori [6], [11], [25], [22], [27], [30], [36], [40], [51]. Many of them considered the placement of consolidated VNFs of a network service or chaining a sequence of VNFs into different locations. They assumed that the data traffic of user requests need to be transferred from their sources to destinations, and the data traffic is processed by the VNFs in the specified order before reaching their destinations. In contrast, IoT applications are the destinations of IoT data transmission, while these destinations are not given and need to be strategically identified by developing algorithms. Therefore, existing solutions for user data transfers in MEC thus cannot be directly applied to our problem.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to consider NFV-enabled IoT application provisioning in an MEC, by considering the joint placement of both IoT applications, VNFs and traffic routing finding. The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

- We formulate the IoT application placement problem in an MEC with the aim to minimize the implementation cost of NFV-enabled requests, subject to the computing resource capacity constraints of each gateway node and each cloudlet.
- We consider a special case of the IoT application placement problem in an MEC with the IoT application and VNF demanded by each request being consolidated into a single cloudlet.gateway, we propose two approximation algorithms with provable approximation ratios for them with and without network bandwidth capacity constraints.
- We propose an efficient heuristic for the IoT application placement problem in an MEC, by assuming the IoT application and VNF requested can be placed into different locations.
- We evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms through simulations and experiments in a real test-bed. Experimental results demonstrate that the performance of the proposed algorithms outperform existing solutions.

The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 will survey the state-of-the-art on this topic, and detail the difference of this work from previous studies of NFV-enabled IoT application provisioning. Section 3 will introduce the system model, notations and problem definition. Section 4 will propose two approximation algorithms with provable approximation ratios for the problem with and without network bandwidth capacity constraints. Section 5 will propose an efficient heuristic for the IoT application placement problem, by allowing the IoT application and its VNF can be placed to multiple locations. Section 6 will provide experimental results on the performance of the proposed algorithms. Section 7 will give the implementation of the proposed algorithms in a real test-bed, and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

With the advancement of networking and 5G communication technologies, IoT has been emerging as an enabling technology that can bring remarkable transformation in almost every domain of human life. The rise of various IoT applications has notably increased the potential security attacks. IoT applications thus adopt different VNFs to guarantee the secure, flexible, agile, and low-cost data processing. On the other hand, although IoT applications have experienced great success in data center networks (clouds), the long access delays of these IoT applications in remote clouds are too high to meet the real-time response demands of many industrial IoT applications. IoT application providers are embracing mobile edge clouds to reduce service access delays, thereby meeting the delay requirements of users. In the following, we first summarize the research advances on NFV. We then describe the efforts in the use of NFV in MEC. We finally elaborate on recent advances in NFV-enabled IoT applications.

Recently, notable efforts have been addressed to provide VNFs for various network services, aiming to reduce the capital and operational costs of network service providers while enhancing the service security [6], [11], [22], [27], [25], [30], [36], [40], [51]. In particular, the techniques of SDN and NFV are expected to enable network service providers to use software to set up, configure, and manage network services in their networks automatically and dynamically. There are studies focusing on the placement of VNFs [40], [13], traffic steering given placed network functions [46], joint traffic steering and VNF placement [30], programming abstractions for NFV [27], and dynamic network function chaining [53].

For example, Sekar et al. [51] designed an architecture for the deployment of consolidated middleboxes with the aim to minimize network provisioning cost and to improve network imbalance. Qazi et al. developed SIMPLE [46] that enforces high-level routing policies for middlebox-specific traffic, they however did not consider virtualization or dynamic network function placements. Fayazbakhsh et al. proposed FlowTags [18] for flow scheduling in a network in the presence of dynamic modifications performed by middleboxes. Gember et al. [22] designed and implemented an orchestration layer for virtual middlebox, to enable dynamic, efficient, and scalable provisioning of middleboxes. Martins et al. [40] introduced a platform to improve network performance, by revising existing virtualization technologies to support the deployment of modular, virtual middleboxes on lightweight VMs. Gupta et al. [27] studied the wide-area traffic delivery in Internet exchange points, by implementing a new programming abstractions to create and run new applications and guaranteeing the scalability of the system in terms of both rule-table size and computational overhead. Cheng et al. [11] devised a description-language to help service providers to develop instances of network functions and proposed an exact for the service instantiation problem. Qu et al. [48] studied the problem of delay-aware scheduling and resource optimization with NFV in a virtual network. Wang et al. [53] studied the problem of dynamic network function
composition, and proposed a distributed algorithm, using Markov approximation method for the problem. Huang et al. [30] studied the problem of jointly routing user requests and placing their required network functions to some servers in a data center, with the aim to maximize the network throughput while meeting various capacity constraints of the network and the end-to-end delay requirement of each user requests.

There are several studies of investigating the provisioning of NFV-enabled networks in data centers and mobile edge clouds [25], [36], [56], [60]. For example, Li et al. [36] aimed to provide real-time guarantees for user requests in a data center. Gu et al. [25] investigated dynamic service chaining in an NFV market of a single data center, by devising efficient and truthful auction mechanisms and assuming some of the instantiated network functions can be reused by later requests. In particular, Xu et al. [56] formulated a task offloading problem in a mobile edge-cloud network, where each offloaded task requests a specific network function with a tolerable delay. Efficient heuristics and an online algorithm with a competitive ratio are devised. Yang et al. [60] addressed the questions on where and when to allocate resources as well as how many resources to be allocated among NFV-enabled mobile edge clouds, such that both the low latency requirements of mobile services and cost efficiency are achieved. These studies however assumed that either the locations of applications are given or do not consider the joint placement of VNFs and applications.

Most existing work on NFV focused on either communication or cloud networks, and there are a few studies on provisioning IoT applications that concentrate on either light weight virtualization techniques, architecture design [1], software-defined wireless sensor networks [7], [20], [38], or application provisioning [3], [4], [14], [29], [43], [44], [61]. For example, to enable VNFs running in IoT gateways, we need light weight implementation of VNFs. Several efficient methods and implementations of VNFs in IoT gateways have been proposed [4], [14], [29]. Yu et al. [61] studied the problem of IoT application provisioning, with the objective to meet computing, network bandwidth and QoS requirements of IoT applications. VNFs however are not enabled in the IoT applications. Recently, the design of novel NFV architectures has attracted much attention [9], [26], [43], [45], [49]. For example, Mouradian et al. [43] proposed an architecture of NFV-based distributed IoT gateways in a software-defined network (SDN) for large-scale disaster management. Joint VNF placement and IoT application placement however are not the focus of those studies. Based on those NFV architectures, novel methods and algorithms are needed to enable flexible and agile IoT services, such that the IoT services can be designed, managed and deployed in an efficient and effective way. This paper tries to fill this gap by proposing novel VNF provisioning for IoT in mobile edge clouds.

3 Preliminaries

In this section we first define the system model and notations, and then precisely define the problems.

3.1 System model

We consider a mobile edge cloud $G = (V \cup GW, E)$, where $V$ is the set of cloudlets with each having a number of servers, $GW$ denotes the set of gateways with each being responsible for a set of IoT nodes (i.e., an IoT domain), and $E$ is the set of wired links that interconnect gateways and cloudlets and the wireless links that interconnect IoT nodes and their gateways. Let $v_i$ be a cloudlet in $V$, and each $v_i$ has a capacitated computing resource to implement VNFs and IoT applications.

We target IoT applications that need to consistently process data streams, such as environmental monitoring, building health monitoring, and smart plants applications. Such applications need not only consistent traffic routing from IoT nodes to their applications but also timely data processing. An IoT application and its VNF may be instantiated in a gateway or a cloudlet. For simplicity, we assume that $\text{Loc}_m (\in V \cup GW)$ represents a potential location for IoT applications and VNF instances. Let $C(\text{Loc}_m)$ the amount of computing resource available in cloudlet $v_i$ or gateway node $g_k$ to implement VNF instances and IoT applications. Let $C_{\text{unit}}$ be the amount of computing resource needed to process a unit amount of data traffic. An example of IoT applications in the MEC is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. An example of the mobile edge network with IoT applications.](image)

3.2 NFV-enabled requests and IoT applications

To guarantee that data is processed in a timely and secure way, IoT application providers usually deploy VNFs in gateway nodes or cloudlets within the proximity of IoT nodes. For example, a network function of data preprocessing may be deployed to perform stratified sampling of collected data. Also, an IDS may be deployed into one of the cloudlets to
identify possible intrusions from malicious IoT nodes. Let \( n_l \) be an IoT node. To make sure that its data traffic is processed by an instance of \( VNFI_l \), it needs to send its data traffic to one of its nearby gateway nodes, and then the data traffic is forwarded to a cloudlet with \( VNFI_l \) for processing. Its data traffic then will be analyzed by its IoT application.

Let \( sv_l \) be the IoT application requested by IoT node \( n_l \). We assume that each IoT application \( sv_l \) is implemented in a VM of a cloudlet. The locations of IoT applications are vital for the performance of the IoT applications. For example, if an IoT application is located in a cloudlet far from its IoT node, its data traffic has to be routed to it via a longer path in the MEC. Since each link in the routing path has to reserve an amount of bandwidth for its data transfer, it consumes more bandwidth in general. Eventually, this may reduce the number of requests admitted, considering that the bandwidth resource in the MEC is limited. On the other hand, if an IoT application is located in a gateway node of the IoT domain where its IoT nodes reside, the gateway node may be overloaded making the other IoT nodes in the same domain wait for their traffic being processed.

Denote by \( r_l \) the NFV-enabled request by IoT node \( n_l \). It requests to transfer an amount of data from a source node \( n_l \) to its IoT application \( sv_l \). Each NFV-enabled request thus is represented by \( r_l = (n_l, sv_l; VNFI_l, b_l) \). Fig. 2 shows an example of a NFV-enabled request.

![Fig. 2. An example of a NFV-enabled request \( r_l \).](image)

### 3.3 Costs of implementing IoT applications and VNFs

IoT applications consume computing and bandwidth resources for the processing and transmission of traffic. We thus consider that the implementation cost of each request includes the processing cost, transmission cost, and energy cost. Notice that we consider a mobile edge cloud that is operated by an IoT service provider. The provider has its own IoT devices; however, it may lease resources from cloud service providers. For the operation of its IoT devices, the energy cost is mainly due to the electricity cost to power them, while the processing and transmission costs are due to the usage of the resources leased from the cloud service provider. This means that all the three costs can be considered as monetary costs.

Recall that an amount of \( b_l \) data needs to be processed by \( VNFI_l \) before being analyzed by its IoT application \( sv_l \). The processing cost is proportional to the volume of data that will be processed. Let \( c_{l,m} \) be the cost of processing unit volume of data traffic by \( VNFI_l \) at location \( Loc_m \) (a cloudlet \( v_l \) or a gateway \( g_k \)). Similarly, denote by \( c_{l,m}^{sv} \), the cost of processing unit volume of data traffic by IoT application \( sv_l \) in potential location \( Loc_m \). Denote by \( b_{l,m} \), the indicator variable indicating whether location \( Loc_m \) implements network function \( VNFI_l \) of request \( r_l \). Let \( b_{l,m}^{sv} \) be an indicator variable showing whether potential location \( Loc_m \) hosts IoT application \( sv_l \) of \( r_l \). The processing cost of \( r_l \) thus is

\[
C_p(r_l) = \sum_{Loc_m \in V \cup GW} b_{l,m} \cdot (y_{l,m} \cdot c_{l,m} + y_{l,m}^{sv} \cdot c_{l,m}^{sv}).
\]

Before analyzing data \( b_l \) of request \( r_l \), the data has to be transferred from its IoT node \( n_l \) to its application \( sv_l \). The transmission cost of \( r_l \) is proportional to the volume that is transmitted along the path from the IoT node \( n_l \) to the location of its IoT application \( sv_l \). It must be mentioned that this link can be a wireless link from the IoT node to its nearby gateway node and a wired link from the gateway to the cloudlet with its IoT application. If it is a wireless link, energy cost can be consumed due to the sending of data from the IoT node to its nearby gateway. Since the IoT node only collects data and transmits data, its energy consumption is mainly due to the data transmission. We thus consider this as a part of the transmission cost. Assuming that the bandwidth of the gateway of \( r_l \) is \( B_l \), the achieved data rate \( W \) (bits per second) via the wireless channel of the gateway for \( r_l \) is

\[
W_l = B_l \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{p_l \cdot h_l}{\sigma^2 + I_l} \right),
\]

where \( \sigma^2 \) is the noise power of mobile devices and \( I_l \) is the inter-cell interference power [10], \( h_l \) is the channel gain between the IoT node \( n_l \) and its gateway, and \( p_l \) is the transmission power of IoT node \( n_l \). The energy cost spent in transmission thus is

\[
c_{energy}(r_l) = w_e \cdot p_l \cdot (b_l/W_l),
\]

where \( w_e \) is a given constant that captures the monetary cost of per unit of energy consumption.

After the data of \( r_l \) being forwarded to its nearby gateway, its further transmission in the MEC incurs costs as well. Let \( c_e \) be the cost of transmitting a unit volume of data traffic along edge \( e \in E \). Assume that \( z_{e,l} \) indicates whether the traffic of request \( r_l \) is transferred via link \( e \in E \). Denote by \( c_t(r_l) \) the traffic transmission cost of \( r_l \), which can be calculated by

\[
c_t(r_l) = c_{energy}(r_l) + \sum_{e \in E} z_{e,l} \cdot c_e \cdot b_l.
\]

The total cost of implementing an NFV-enabled request is

\[
c(r_l) = C_p(r_l) + c_t(r_l).
\]

### 3.4 Problem definition

Given a mobile edge cloud \( G = (V \cup GW, E) \), a historical trace of NFV-enabled requests \( R \), assuming that the capacities of the accumulative computing and bandwidth resources are larger than the total demand of requests in \( R \), the IoT application placement problem in a mobile edge cloud is to find appropriate locations for both IoT applications and the VNFs of the requests in \( G \), such that the weighted sum of computing and bandwidth resource consumptions is minimized, subject to the computing resource constraint on each gateway or cloudlet, and the bandwidth resource constraint of each link in \( E \). In other words, to construct an end-to-end IoT application, we need to provide efficient solutions for the IoT application placement problem that jointly (1) place IoT applications and VNFs, and (2) find
a path from IoT devices to the placed VNFs and IoT applications to transfer gathered data.

For the sake of convenience, symbols used in this paper are summarized in Table 1.

4 ALGORITHMS FOR THE IoT APPLICATION PLACEMENT PROBLEM WITH CONSOLIDATED IoT APPLICATIONS AND VNF PLACEMENTS

We here propose exact and approximate solutions for a special IoT application placement problem in an MEC, where both the IoT application and the VNFs of each admitted request are consolidated into a single location.

4.1 Exact solution

Since both the IoT application and VNF of each request $r_l$ are consolidated to a single cloudlet or gateway, we use an indicator variable $y_{l,m}$ to denote whether $sv_l$ and VNF$_l$ are consolidated into location $Loc_m \in V \cup GW$. Denote by $q_{m,l}$ a binary indicator variable that shows whether the switch of each $Loc_m$ is used to forward the traffic of $r_l$. Let $\delta(v)$ denote the incident edges of switch node $v \in V$, respectively. Let $z_{e,l}$ be a binary variable that indicates whether edge $e \in E$ is used to route the traffic of $r_l$. ILP The objective of the proposed integer linear program (ILP) thus can be formulated as

$$\text{ILP} : \min \sum_{r_l \in R} \sum_{Loc_m \in V \cup GW} b_l \left( y_{l,m} (c_{l,m} + c_{l,m}^{sv_l}) \right) + c_{\text{energy}}(r_l) + \sum_{e \in E} z_{e,l} c_e$$

subject to the following constraints.

$$\sum_{Loc_m \in V \cup GW} y_{l,m} = 1, \quad \text{for each } r_l \in R$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$\sum_{r_l \in R} y_{l,m} \cdot b_l \cdot C_{\text{unit}} \leq C(Loc_m), \quad \text{for each } Loc_m$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$\sum_{r_l \in R} z_{e,l} \cdot b_l \cdot B_{\text{unit}} \leq B(e), \quad \text{for each } e \in E$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$q_{m,l} \leq 1, \quad \text{for each VNF}_l \text{ and each } Loc_m \in V \cup GW$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$\sum_{e \in \delta(Loc_m)} z_{e,l} \leq 2 \cdot q_{m,l}, \quad \text{for each } Loc_m \text{ and each } r_l$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

$$\sum_{e \in \delta(n_l)} z_{e,l} = 1, \quad \text{for each } r_l$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

$$\sum_{e \in \delta(Loc_m)} z_{e,l} = y_{l,m}, \quad \text{for each potential location } Loc_m$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

$$y_{l,m}, z_{e,l}, q_{m,l} \in \{0, 1\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where Constraint (7) ensures that each request $r_l$ has to be admitted and only one location is selected for its IoT application $sv_l$ and VNF$_l$, because the consolidated VNF and IoT application of $r_l$ cannot be split into different locations. Constraint (8) guarantees that the capacity of each potential location (a cloudlet or a gateway node) is not violated by its assigned IoT applications and VNF instances. Constraint (9) ensures that the bandwidth resource consumed by all the requests that use link $e$ does not exceed its capacity $B(e)$, where the amount of bandwidth resource $B_{\text{unit}}$ is assigned to process a unit amount of data. Constraint (10) says that the switch of each potential location may or may not forward the traffic of $r_l$. Constraint (11) shows that if the switch of a location routes the data $b_l$ of $r_l$ via its incident edges (i.e., $q_{m,l} = 1$), there are at most two of its incident edges that are used for data forwarding (one for incoming traffic and the other for outgoing traffic). Constraint (12) ensures that the data of each request $r_l$ goes out its IoT node $n_l$, whereas Constraint (13) says that the final destination of the data is the placed VNF and IoT application when they are placed to $Loc_m$ (i.e., $y_{l,m}$). Constraint (14) implies that indicator variables $y_{l,m}$, $z_{e,l}$, and $q_{m,l}$ can be either 1 or 0.

4.2 Approximation algorithm for the problem without the bandwidth requirement

The proposed exact solution is not scalable for large problem sizes, due to the fact that the IoT application placement problem is NP-Hard. We thus propose an efficient and scalable approximate solution to the problem.

The basic idea behind the approximation algorithm is to formulate the problem without bandwidth requirement into an ILP. We then relax the ILP to a Linear Program (LP). Although there is a polynomial solution to the LP, the obtained ‘fractional’ solution is not a feasible solution to the original problem. However, providing a very good base for constructing an approximate solution whose performance is not far from the optimal one. To guarantee the performance of the approximate solution, we adopt an elegant filtering-and-rounding method [37]. The method filters out ‘bad’ fractional placements of the VNF and IoT application while preserving the good ones, during the rounding process based on the fractional solution. An approximate integral solution to the problem is finally produced.

ILP formulation and relaxation: Similar to ILP formulation in (15), we use an indicator variable $y_{l,m}$ to indicate whether $sv_l$ and VNF$_l$ are consolidated into location $Loc_m \in V \cup GW$. Since we do not consider bandwidth capacity of each link, the data traffic of each request is transferred via a shortest path. Let $p_{n_l,Loc_m}$ be the shortest path between IoT node $n_l$ to potential location $Loc_m$. The objective of the problem thus can be formulated as

$$\text{ILP2} : \min \sum_{r_l \in R} c_{\text{energy}}(r_l) + \sum_{Loc_m \in V \cup GW} b_l \left( y_{l,m} (c_{l,m} + c_{l,m}^{sv_l}) \right) + \sum_{e \in p_{n_l,Loc_m}} c_e$$

subject to Constraints (7), (8), and

$$y_{l,m} \in \{0, 1\}.$$

The algorithm first relaxes Constraint (16), by considering $y_{l,m}$ as a real value in the range of $[0, 1]$. Let $LP$ be the relaxed version of ILP2, and it has the same objective as $ILP2$, subject to Constraints (7), (8), and

$$0 \leq y_{l,m} \leq 1.$$

Let $y^*_{l,m}$ be the optimal solution to the LP, which is a fractional solution. We can interpret a fractional $y^*_{l,m}$ as a partial assignment of request $r_l$ to location $Loc_m$. Based on this fractional solution, we then round it to an integer solution, by
adopting the filtering-and-rounding optimization technique. In the following we describe the filtering-and-rounding steps of the proposed algorithm for the IoT application placement problem in a MEC.

The filtering step: Request $r_l$ is partially assigned to location $Loc_m$ if $0 < y_{m,l}^* < 1$. If we assign request $r_l$ to one of the locations with $y_{m,l}^* > 0$, we may get a high implementation cost or the capacity of a location may be violated too much, since the request can be split into multiple locations in solution $y^*$. To avoid such situations, we filter out those locations. Specifically, we fix parameters $\epsilon$ and $\eta$ to control the filtering process. Let $c_l^*$ be the current optimal cost of implementing request $r_l$, which can be calculated by

$$c_l^* = c_{\text{energy}}(r_l) + \sum_{Loc_m \in V \cup GW} y_{m,l}^* b_l \left( c_{l,m} + E_{l,m}^{sv} + \sum_{e \in p_{n_{l,Loc_m}}} c_e \right).$$

Denote by $\omega_l^*$ the maximum ratio of the partially assigned demand of requests to the capacities of a location in the optimal solution to the LP, i.e.,

$$\omega_l^* = \arg \max_{Loc_m \in V \cup GW} \frac{b_l \cdot C_{\text{unit}} \cdot y_{m,l}^*}{C(Loc_m)}.$$  

To filter the locations that may incur high implementation costs or high violation of computing capacity of a cloudlet or data center, we denote by $\mathcal{L}_l$ the set of candidate locations for each request $r_l$, i.e.,

$$\mathcal{L}_l = \left\{ Loc_m \mid y_{m,l}^* > 0 \right\},$$

$$c_{\text{energy}}(r_l) + b_l \cdot (c_{l,m} + c_{l,m}^{sv} + \sum_{e \in p_{n_{l,Loc_m}}} c_e) \leq (1 + \epsilon) \cdot c_l^*,$$

$$b_l \cdot C_{\text{unit}} \leq (1 + \eta) \cdot \omega_l^*.$$  

Using the mentioned filtering method, we now construct a feasible solution $y^*$ to the LP, such that the following conditions are met:

- (1): The cost of $y^*$ is not far from the optimal cost $y^*$ to the LP;
- (2): The contribution to strengthening the capacity constraint is no greater than $(1 + \eta) \cdot \omega_l^*$;
- (3): $y_{m,l}^*$ implies that $c_{\text{energy}}(r_l) + b_l \cdot (c_{l,m} + c_{l,m}^{sv} + \sum_{e \in p_{n_{l,Loc_m}}} c_e) \leq (1 + \epsilon) \cdot c_l^*$.

Notice that conditions (2) and (3) also mean that when

$$b_l \cdot C_{\text{unit}} > (1 + \eta) \cdot \omega_l^*$$

and

$$c_{\text{energy}}(r_l) + b_l \cdot (c_{l,m} + c_{l,m}^{sv} + \sum_{e \in p_{n_{l,Loc_m}}} c_e) > (1 + \epsilon) \cdot c_l^*,$$

we have $y_{m,l}^* = 0$. 

---

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$G = (V \cup GW, E)$</td>
<td>a mobile edge cloud with a set $V$ of switches, a set of gateway nodes, and a set $E$ of links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_i$</td>
<td>a cloudlet in $V$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>a link in $E$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B(e)$</td>
<td>the capacity of the available bandwidth resource in link $e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_{\text{init}}$</td>
<td>the amount of bandwidth resource that is needed to transfer a unit amount of data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_k$</td>
<td>the $k$th gateway node in $GW$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Loc_m$</td>
<td>a location that can be a cloudlet in $V$ or a gateway node in $GW$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C(Loc_m)$</td>
<td>the amount of computing resource that is available in cloudlet $v_i$ or gateway node $g_k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{\text{init}}$</td>
<td>the amount of computing resource that is needed to process a unit amount of data traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{l_i}$</td>
<td>an IoT node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$VNF_i$</td>
<td>the VNF demanded by $n_{l_i}$ to process its traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$sv_l$</td>
<td>the IoT application demanded by IoT node $n_{l_i}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_l$</td>
<td>the NFV-enabled request by IoT node $n_{l_i}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_l$</td>
<td>the amount of data that request $r_l$ requests to transfer from $n_{l_i}$ to $sv_l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{l,m}$</td>
<td>the cost of processing unit volume of data traffic by $VNF_i$ at location $Loc_m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{l,m}^{sv}$</td>
<td>the cost of processing unit volume of data traffic by IoT application $sv_l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{\text{cost}}(r_l)$</td>
<td>the cost of processing request $r_l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_{m,l}$</td>
<td>an indicator variable showing whether location $Loc_m$ hosts IoT application $sv_l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z_{e,l}$</td>
<td>an indicator variable indicates whether the traffic of request $r_l$ is transferred via link $e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{(r_l)}$</td>
<td>the traffic transmission cost of $r_l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathfrak{R}$</td>
<td>a set of NFV-enabled requests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_{m,l}^*$</td>
<td>an indicator variable shows whether $sv_l$ and $VNF_i$ are consolidated in a single location $Loc_m$ in the IoT application placement problem with consolidated IoT applications and VNFs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_{m,l}$</td>
<td>a binary indicator variable that shows whether the switch of each $Loc_m$ is used to forward the traffic of $r_l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y(\delta(v))$</td>
<td>the shortest path between IoT node $n_{l_i}$ to potential location $Loc_m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{l,m}$</td>
<td>the optimal solution to LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{l,m}^*$</td>
<td>a partial assignment of request $r_l$ to location $Loc_m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y^*$</td>
<td>the optimal cost of implementing request $r_l$ due to the fractional solution obtained from the LP, i.e., $y^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_l^*$</td>
<td>the maximum ratio of the partially assigned demand of requests to the capacities of a location in solution $y^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{L}_l$</td>
<td>the set of candidate locations for each request $r_l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon$ and $\eta$</td>
<td>constants with values in the range of $(0, 1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$ and $\xi$</td>
<td>scaling factors with their values greater than 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{y}$</td>
<td>the solution obtained due to algorithm Appro_Consolidated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{C}_{\text{pruned}}$</td>
<td>the set of the pruned candidate set for $VNF_i$ of $r_l$ in algorithm Heuristic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We now construct the feasible solution, by defining $y'_{m,l}$ based on $y_{m,l}$. Obviously, we have $\sum_{L \in L} y'_{m,l} = 1$. Considering only locations in $L$, we define $y'_{m,l}$ by

$$y'_{m,l} = \begin{cases} \frac{y_{m,l}}{\sum_{l \in L} y_{m,l}} & \text{if } L \in L, \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \quad (22)$$

The bounding step: We round solution $y'$ to a feasible solution to ILP2 as follows.

We pick a unassigned request $r_l$ with the smallest implementation cost $c^*_l$. For this request $r_l$, we assign it to a location $Loc_{o(l)}$ in $L_l$ with the smallest implementation cost, that is, we round $y'_{l,0(l)}$ to 1. For each of all other requests $r_{l'}$, if $L_l \cap L_{l'} \neq \emptyset$ and assigning $r_{l'}$ to location $Loc_{o(l')}$ does not violate the computing capacity constraint of $Loc_{o(l')}$, round $y'_{l',0(l')}$. This procedure continues until all requests are assigned.

The detailed algorithm is given in algorithm 1.

### Algorithm 1 Appro_Consolidated

**Input:** $G = (V \cup GW, E)$, a set of NFV-enabled requests $R$, computing capacity $C(Loc_m)$ for each potential location (either a cloudlet $v_l \in V$ or gateway node $g_k \in GW$).

**Output:** The assignment of the IoT application $sv_l$ and VNF $f_l$ of each request $r_l$ to a cloudlet or a gateway node.

1: Solve the LP;
2: Let $y'$ be the optimal solution due to LP;
3: Filter the solution based on the optimal solution $y'$ to the LP, as shown in Eq (19);
4: Construct a feasible solution $y'$ to the LP, according to Eq. (22);
5: Pick a unassigned request $r_l$ with the smallest implementation cost $c^*_l$. For this request $r_l$, we assign it to a location $Loc_{o(l)}$ in $L_l$ with the smallest implementation cost, that is, we round $y'_{l,0(l)}$ to 1;
6: For each of all other requests $r_{l'}$, if $L_l \cap L_{l'} \neq \emptyset$, round $y'_{l',0(l')}$ to 1;
7: Repeat steps from 8 to 6 until all requests are assigned;

4.3 A heuristic for the problem with the bandwidth requirement

So far we have not considered the bandwidth requirement of the IoT application placement problem in an MEC $G = (V \cup GW, E)$. Applying algorithm Appro_Consolidated directly to the IoT application placement problem may violate the bandwidth requirement of some links in the mobile edge cloud. We now propose an efficient heuristic that consider the bandwidth constraint for the problem with IoT application and VNF being consolidated together, based on the proposed approximation algorithm in Appro_Consolidated.

The steps of the proposed heuristic algorithm are similar to those of algorithms Appro_Consolidated, except the bounding step. Specifically, we pick an unassigned request $r_l$ with the smallest implementation cost $c^*_l$. For this request $r_l$, we assign it to a location $Loc_{o(l)}$ in $L_l$ with the smallest implementation cost. That is, we round $y'_{l,0(l)}$ to 1. For each of all other requests $r_{l'}$, if $L_l \cap L_{l'} \neq \emptyset$, round $y'_{l',0(l')}$. It can be seen that a large value for scaling factor $\xi$ means that more conservative the algorithm is, since more bandwidth resources are reserved for each request $r_l$.

The key to this algorithm is to find an appropriate value for $\xi$. A larger $\xi$ means less resource violation, if multiple requests share the same bottleneck link. It however reserves more bandwidth resource demand than requested, and may lead to requests being rejected if $\xi$ is too large. To find an appropriate value for $\xi$, we set a threshold $\Xi$ for the maximum resource violation ratio of the edges in $E$. If the maximum resource violation ratio is larger than $\Xi$, we increase $\xi$ by one, re-run the mentioned bounding step.

The detailed algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.

### Algorithm 2 Heu_Consolidated

**Input:** $G = (V \cup GW, E)$, a set of NFV-enabled requests $R$, computing capacity $C(Loc_m)$ for each potential location (either a cloudlet $v_l \in V$ or gateway node $g_k \in GW$).

**Output:** The assignment of the IoT application $sv_l$ and VNF $f_l$ of each request $r_l$ to a cloudlet or a gateway node.

1: Solve the LP;
2: $\xi \leftarrow 1$;
3: while $\xi \geq 1$ do
4: Solve the LP;
5: Let $y'$ be the optimal solution due to LP;
6: Filter the solution based on the optimal solution $y'$ to the LP, as shown in Eq (19);
7: Construct a feasible solution $y'$ to the LP, according to Eq. (22);
8: Pick a unassigned request $r_l$ with the smallest implementation cost $c^*_l$. For this request $r_l$, we assign it to a location $Loc_{o(l)}$ in $L_l$ with the smallest implementation cost if the location has enough computing resource demand, and there exist a path from $n_l$ to $Loc_m$ that has at least an amount of $\xi \cdot b_l \cdot B_{unit}$ of available bandwidth resource;
9: Repeat step 8 until no more requests can be admitted;
10: Calculate the maximum resource violation ratio $RV$ of edges in $E$;
11: if $RV \leq \Xi$ then
12: break;

4.4 Algorithm analysis

We first show the feasibility of the solution delivered by algorithm Appro_Consolidated in Lemma 1.

**Lemma 1.** Assuming that the IoT application and VNF of each NFV-enabled request are consolidated to a single location (either a cloudlet or a gateway node), Algorithm 1 delivers a feasible solution to the IoT application placement problem in an MEC with abundant bandwidth
resource, while the computing capacity of each cloudlet or gateway node is violated by a maximum factor of \((1 + \eta)\), where \(\eta\) is a parameter used in the filtering process of the algorithm.

**Proof**  Showing the solution feasibility is to show that the IoT application \(sv_l\) and network function \(VNF_l\) are placed into a cloudlet or gateway node of the MEC \(G\) and the computing capacity constraints of each cloudlet and gateway nodes are met. Algorithm 1 relaxes the ILP. The solution obtained from the relaxed LP is a fractional solution, since the indicator variable \(y_{l,m}\) is relaxed into a real value that is the range of \([0, 1]\). This means that the combination of IoT application \(sv_l\) and \(VNF_l\) of \(r_l\) can be split into multiple locations. This however is not a feasible solution because the problem assumes that the IoT application and VNF of each NFV-enabled request \(r_l\) is not splittable. It obviously is a lower bound for the problem, since allowing the IoT application \(sv_l\) and \(VNF_l\) being split into different locations creates more opportunities to find locations with lower implementation costs. To make this solution feasible, we adopt a filter-and-bound method. The solution obtained thus guarantees each request is assigned to a single location in \(V \cup GW\).

We then show the maximum resource violation ratios of the proposed algorithm. Recall that in the filter-and-bound process, we filter out some locations from the optimal solution \(y^*\) to the LP, by considering a location \(Loc_l\) as a candidate location for \(r_l\) only if \(b_{l,m} \cdot C_{\text{unit}}(Loc_l) \leq (1 + \eta) \cdot \omega_l\). This means that \(r_l\)’s contribution to strengthening the computing capacity of \(Loc_l\) will not be greater than \((1 + \eta) \cdot \omega_l\), i.e.,

\[
\frac{b_l \cdot C_{\text{unit}}}{C(Loc_l)} \leq (1 + \eta) \cdot \arg \max_{Loc_m \in V \cup GW} \frac{b_l \cdot C_{\text{unit}} \cdot y_{m,l}}{C(Loc_m)} \\
\leq (1 + \eta) \cdot \arg \max_{Loc_m \in V \cup GW} \frac{b_l \cdot C_{\text{unit}}}{C(Loc_m)} \\
\leq (1 + \eta) \cdot \frac{b_{\max} \cdot C_{\text{unit}}}{C_{\min}}. \tag{23}
\]

In the worst case all the requests in \(R\) may be assigned to a single location. Without loss of generality, we assume that the computing capacity of each cloudlet is much higher than the demand of user requests, i.e., \(b_{\max} \cdot C_{\text{unit}} \ll C_{\min}\). This can also be interpreted as \(b_{\max} \cdot C_{\text{unit}} \ll |R| \leq C_{\min}\). Then, the computing capacity of \(Loc_l\) may be violated by a ratio of

\[
|R| \cdot \frac{b_l \cdot C_{\text{unit}}}{C(Loc_l)} \leq |R| \cdot (1 + \eta) \cdot \frac{b_{\max} \cdot C_{\text{unit}}}{C_{\min}} \leq (1 + \eta). \tag{24}
\]

in the worst case.

We finally show the approximation ratio and analyze the running time of algorithm Appro_Consolidated as stated by the following theorem.

**Theorem 1.** Given an MEC \(G = (V \cup GW, E)\), a set of NFV-enabled requests \(R\) with each request \(r_l = (n_l, sv_l; VNF_l, b_l)\) requesting transfer an amount \(b_l\) of data to its network function \(VNF_l\) for processing before being forwarded to its IoT application \(sv_l\) for further processing, assuming that the IoT application \(sv_l\) and network function \(VNF_l\) are consolidated into a single location (either a cloudlet or a gateway node), there is an approximation algorithm Appro_Consolidated that delivers a feasible solution with an approximation ratio of \(3(1 + \epsilon)\) to the IoT application placement problem.

**Proof**  We showed that the obtained solution by algorithm Appro_Consolidated is feasible in Lemma 1. In this theorem, we analyze its approximation ratio. For clarity, we use \(OPT\) to denote the optimal solution to the IoT application placement problem in an MEC, which can be obtained from solving ILP. Let \(y\) be a solution obtained from algorithm Appro_Consolidated, and \(c(y)\) be the cost due to solution \((y)\). Likewise, we have \(c(y^*)\) to denote the cost of the optimal solution to the LP and \(c(y^*)\) to denote the cost of the constructed feasible solution to the LP.

We compare the costs of solutions \(y^*\) and \(y^*\). Specifically,

\[
c(y^*) = \sum_{r_l \in R} c_{\text{energy}}(r_l) + \sum_{Loc_m \in V \cup GW} y_{m,l} \cdot b_l (c_{l,m} + c_{sv} + \sum_{e \in p_{n_l, Loc_m}} c_e) \\
\leq \sum_{r_l \in R} (1 + \epsilon) \cdot c_{l}^* \sum_{Loc_m \in V \cup GW} y_{m,l} \\
\leq (1 + \epsilon) c(y^*). \tag{25}
\]

In the rounding step, we assign the request \(r_l\) with the least implementation cost in solution \(y^*\) to the location that incurs the least implementation cost in \(L_l\). For each of other requests, e.g., \(r_l \in L_l \cap L_f\), we increased its assignment cost to that location \(Loc_{m,l}\) for \(r_l\). Let \(c(r_l, Loc_m)\) be the implementation cost of \(r_l\) in location \(Loc_m\). Assuming that the cost satisfies the triangle inequality, we have

\[
c(r_l, Loc_m) = c(r_l, Loc_{\theta_l}) \\
\leq c(r_l, Loc_m) + c(r_l, Loc_{\theta_l}) + c(r_l, Loc_{\theta_{l,l}}) \\
\leq (1 + \epsilon) c_l^* + (1 + \epsilon) c_l^* + (1 + \epsilon) c_{\min} \\
\leq 3 \cdot (1 + \epsilon) c_{\min}. \tag{26}
\]

In summary, we have

\[
c((y)) \leq 3(1 + \epsilon) c(y^*) \leq 3(1 + \epsilon) OPT, \tag{27}
\]

because the LP is a relaxed version of the ILP2.

**Theorem 2.** Given an MEC \(G = (V \cup GW, E)\), a set of NFV-enabled requests \(R\) with each request \(r_l = (n_l, sv_l; VNF_l, b_l)\) requesting transfer an amount \(b_l\) of data to its network function \(VNF_l\) for processing before being forwarded to its IoT application \(sv_l\) for further processing, assuming that the IoT application \(sv_l\) and network function \(VNF_l\) are consolidated into a single location (either a cloudlet or a gateway node), there is a heuristic Heu_Consolidated that delivers a feasible solution to the IoT application placement problem while the bandwidth resource of an edge is violated by at most \(\epsilon\) times.

The proof of the solution feasibility of algorithm Heu_Consolidated is similar to the one in Lemma 1, and the violation ratio of resource is obvious, omitted.
5 Heuristic Algorithms for the IoT Application Placement Problem

So far, we have assumed that the IoT application and VNF instance of each request are consolidated into a single cloudlet or a gateway node. In this section we propose an efficient heuristic for the IoT application placement problem in an MEC without this assumption.

5.1 Basic idea

The basic idea of the proposed heuristic is to first place the VNFs of all requests, by using a similar ILP in algorithm Appr_OptConsolidated. Specifically, another ILP is formulated to place the VNFs of requests without considering the IoT application placements, by adopting a similar program as ILP2. The formulated program is then relaxed into an LP that can be solved in polynomial time. However, the obtained solution may be infeasible, since each request may be ‘partially’ assigned to multiple locations. Consider such locations as the candidate locations for the VNFs of all requests. Based on the candidate locations of the VNFs, we place each IoT application sv_l of request r_l into a location that could achieve the minimum implementation cost of the request.

5.2 Algorithm

Recall that in ILP2 y_l,m is an indicator variable that shows whether VNFi and sv_l of request r_l is consolidated into a potential location Loc_m ∈ V ∪ GW. In contrast, since VNFi and sv_l are not necessarily consolidated into a single location, we assume that y_l,m indicates whether VNFi of request r_l is placed into a potential location Loc_m ∈ V ∪ GW. We refer to this modified version of ILP2 as ILP3.

Similar to algorithm Appr_OptConsolidated, we obtain a fractional solution that corresponds the locations of VNFs of requests, by solving the relaxed version of ILP3. Specifically, we relax Constraint (16) of ILP3 into a set of real values with each being in the range of [0, 1]. This relaxed program can be solved in polynomial time. The obtained solution may split each VNFi into a number of locations with positive values for y_l,m, i.e., locations in {Loc_m | y_l,m > 0}. Since VNFi cannot be split into multiple locations, we use locations in {Loc_m | y_l,m > 0} as the candidate locations for VNFs of all requests in R. Notice that a candidate location may not be able to host VNFi as ILP2 does not consider bandwidth capacity constraints on links and the path from the IoT node n_l to the location may not have enough bandwidth resource available. We thus prune set {Loc_m | y_l,m > 0} by removing the locations that could not meet the computing resource demand of r_l and its bandwidth resource demand in the paths from IoT nodes to the locations. Let Can_vnf,l be the set of the pruned candidate set for VNFi of request r_l.

We proceed by finding locations for the IoT application sv_l of each request r_l, based on the candidate set Can_vnf,l of each request r_l. Specifically, we first rank the requests in R into an increasing order of their traffic. For the ranked list R, we then admit the requests one by one. For each request r_l, we find a pair of locations with one location Loc_a in Can_vnf,l for VNFi and the other location Loc_b in V ∪ GW for IoT application sv_l, such that (1) Loc_b have enough computing resource for VNFi and sv_l; (2) The path from Loc_a to Loc_b, has enough bandwidth resource to transfer an amount b_l of data traffic of r_l. The proposed heuristic is given in algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Heuristic

Input: G = (V ∪ GW, E), a set of NFV-enabled requests R, computing capacity C(Loc_m) for each potential location (either a cloudlet v_l ∈ V or gateway node g_k ∈ GW).
Output: The assignment of the IoT application sv_l and VNFi of each request r_l to a cloudlet or a gateway node.

1: /*Stage 1: Placement of VNFi of the requests in R*/
2: Solve the relaxed program of ILP3;
3: For each request r_l, consider locations in {Loc_m | y_l,m > 0} as the candidate locations for VNFi;
4: Let Can_vnf,l be the set of the pruned candidate set for VNFi of request r_l;
5: Removing the locations that could not met the computing resource demand of r_l and its bandwidth resource demand in the paths from IoT nodes to the locations;
6: /*Stage 2: Placement of VNFi of the requests in R*/
7: Rank the requests in R into an increasing order of their traffic.
8: for each request r_l ∈ R do
9: Find a pair of locations with one location Loc_a in Can_vnf,l for VNFi and the other location Loc_b in V ∪ GW for IoT application sv_l, such that the computing resource demand of sv_l and its bandwidth resource from Loc_a to Loc_b is met;

We now analyze the performance of the proposed heuristic in the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Given an MEC G = (V ∪ GW, E), a set of NFV-enabled requests R with each request r_l = (n_l, sv_l, VNFi, b_l) requesting to transfer an amount b_l of data to its network function VNFi for processing before reaching its IoT application sv_l for further processing, algorithm Heuristic delivers a feasible solution to the IoT application placement problem in MEC G.

Proof We show the solution feasibility of the proposed heuristic by showing that the computing capacities of each cloudlet v_l and gateway node g_k are met. We also show that the bandwidth capacity on each link e ∈ E is met. Although we consider the computing capacity constraint on each potential location (either a cloudlet or a gateway node) in ILP3, the computing capacity may be violated since we relaxed the ILP3 and the obtained solution may place a single VNFi into multiple locations. If one of the such locations is selected to implement VNFi, it may not have sufficient computing resource for it. We thus remove the candidate locations that do not meet the computing resource demand of r_l. Also, in stage 2 of algorithm Heuristic, we only consider the locations that can meet the computing resource demand of sv_l. The computing resource thus can be met. Similarly, we can see from algorithm Heuristic that the bandwidth capacity of each link is met as well.
6 SIMULATION

In this section we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms by simulations.

6.1 Experiment settings

We consider mobile edge cloud networks with the network size being varied from 10 to 100 cloudlets, where each network topology is generated using GT-ITM [24]. The number of IoT gateways in the network is set to 10% of the network size, and they are randomly co-located with cloudlets in the network edge. There is an AP node in each of the IoT gateway. We also use real network topologies, i.e., GÉANT [23] and an ISP network from [35]. The computing capacity of cloudlet varies from 40,000 to 120,000 MHz [31] with around tens of servers. The bandwidth capacity of each link varied randomly in the range of [20, 100] Mbps. Five types of network functions, i.e., Firewall, Proxy, NAT, IDS, and Load Balancing, are considered, and their computing demands are adopted from [28], [40]. The data of each NFV-enabled request is randomly drawn from [20, 200] Megabytes. The number of NFV-enabled requests for each network is the double of its size. For example, there are 400 NFV-enabled requests for each network with size 200. The running time of each algorithm is obtained based on a machine with a 3.70GHz Intel i7 Hexa-core CPU and 16 GiB RAM. Unless otherwise specified, these parameters will be adopted in the default setting. The result of each figure is the average values of 15 different runs of the proposed algorithms.

We compare the performance of the proposed algorithms against the following state-of-the-art algorithms:

- **NFV first heuristic**: We first place the VNFs of requests greedily, and give the locations of placed VNFs we then place IoT applications nearby. For simplicity, we refer to this algorithm as NFV_First.
- **Application first heuristic**: We first select locations for the IoT applications of requests, and then choose locations for its VNFs in-between IoT applications and IoT nodes, which is referred to as algorithm App_First.
- **NFV and decreasing first fit**: This heuristic is motivated by traditional decreasing first fit for bin packing. That is, the heuristic the requests into a decreasing order of their amounts of data. Similar to algorithm NFV_First, we first place VNFs and then IoT applications of the requests in the ranked order. We refer this algorithm as NFV_First_DFT.
- **Application and decreasing first fit**: Similar to algorithm NFV_First_DFT, the requests are ranked into a decreasing order of their amounts of data. We then place IoT applications before placing VNFs of the requests in the ranked order. This algorithm is referred to as App_First_DFT.
- **Greedy**: The next benchmark we use is the greedy algorithm in [8], which first places VNFs and IoT applications and then assigns the requests to the placed VNFs and IoT applications.
- **Shortest-path-based algorithms**: We also compare the performance of our algorithms with those based on constructing auxiliary graphs and shortest paths, similar to the studies in [30], [57]. However, the problems studies in the paper is totally different with those in [30]. For example, they either do not consider bandwidth capacities or ignore. We thus only adopt the design rationale behind those studies. Specifically, we add a virtual sink node to the network G, and connect each cloudlet/gateway to the virtual sink node. We then find a shortest path from the IoT node of each node to the virtual sink node. We refer this benchmark as STP.

6.2 Performance of algorithms Appro_Consolidated and Heu_Consolidated

We first evaluate the performance of algorithm Appro_Consolidated against that of algorithms NFV_First, App_First, NFV_First_DFT and App_First_DFT in terms of the total cost of implementing all requests and running time, in different networks with their sizes varying from 20 to 200. The results are shown in Fig. 3. From Fig. 3 (a), we can see that algorithm Appro_Consolidated has a much lower total cost than algorithms NFV_First, App_First, NFV_First_DFT and App_First_DFT. For example, when the network size is 200, algorithm Appro_Consolidated has around 15% less total cost than algorithms NFV_First and App_First. The reason is that algorithm Appro_Consolidated jointly finds locations for IoT applications and their VNFs. This significantly increases the probability of placing IoT applications and VNFS to locations that are close to their users, thereby reducing the transmission costs of implementing IoT applications and VNF instances. In addition, we can see that the total costs by the three algorithms are increasing with the growth of the network size. The rationale behind is that networks with larger sizes have higher probability of placing IoT applications and VNFS in locations that are far from the sources of requests. From Fig. 3 (b), we can see that the running time of algorithm Appro_Consolidated is slightly higher than algorithms NFV_First and App_First.

We then investigate the performance of algorithms Appro_Consolidated, NFV_First, App_First, NFV_First_DFT and App_First_DFT in terms of total cost in real networks GÉANT, AS4755 and AS1755, by varying the ratio of $|GW|/|V|$ from 0.1 to 0.3 with an increase of 0.05. Fig. (4) shows the results, from which we can see that algorithm Appro_Consolidated consistently delivers a lower cost in different networks of different ratios of $|GW|/|V|$. For example, in Fig. 4 (a), algorithm Appro_Consolidated has approximately 10% less total cost than algorithms NFV_First and App_First. The reason is that algorithm Appro_Consolidated jointly places IoT applications and VNF instances of each request. However, other benchmarks either place IoT applications and VNFS separately, which could lead to suboptimal solutions. We can also see from Fig. 4 (a) that the total cost is decreasing with the growth of ratio $|GW|/|V|$. This is because a higher value for $|GW|/|V|$ means more gateways for the network, which allows more user requests being implemented in the gateways that are closer to users than cloudlets. The transmission costs thus can be reduced significantly. Similar performance
of algorithms Appro_Consolidated and NFV_First and App_First in networks AS4755 and AS1755 can be found in Fig. 4 (b) and Fig. 4 (c). Furthermore, we can see that the performance gap between the algorithms is smaller than networks AS4755 and AS1755, the reason is that networks AS4755 and AS1755 have larger sizes and the impact of joint application and VNF placement is enlarged.

We thirdly investigate the performance of algorithms Heu_Consolidated, NFV_First, App_First, NFV_First_DFT and App_First_DFT in terms of total cost and running time in different networks with their sizes being varied from 20 to 200. Fig. 5 (a) shows the total costs achieved by the three algorithms Heu_Consolidated, NFV_First, and App_First, from which it can be seen that the total cost by algorithm Heu_Consolidated is much lower than those of algorithms NFV_First and App_First. For instance, when the network size is 200, algorithm Heu_Consolidated has around 10% lower cost than algorithm App_First. The reason is that algorithms NFV_First and App_First do not jointly place IoT applications and VNFs. It can also be seen from Fig. 5 (a) that the performance gap between algorithm Heu_Consolidated and the other two is increasing with the growth of network sizes. This is because larger networks can increase the probability of placing IoT applications and VNFs in further distances, thereby enlarging the impact of joint placement of IoT applications and VNFs on the system performance. The running times of algorithms Heu_Consolidated, NFV_First and App_First are shown in Fig. 5 (b).

We finally study the performance of algorithms Heu_Consolidated, NFV_First, App_First, NFV_First_DFT and App_First_DFT in real networks GÉANT, AS4755, and AS1755.

6.3 Performance of algorithm Heuristic

We continue evaluating the performance of algorithms Heuristic against that of algorithms NFV_First, App_First, NFV_First_DFT and App_First_DFT in networks with sizes being varied from 20 to 200. From Fig. 7 (a), we can see that the total cost by algorithm Heuristic is much lower than algorithms NFV_First and App_First. The performance gap is also increasing with the growth of the network size. The running times of the three algorithms are shown in Fig. 7 (b), from which we can see algorithms NFV_First and App_First have similar running times that are lower than algorithm Heuristic. Similar perfor-
7 EXPERIMENTS IN A REAL TEST-BED

We now implement the proposed algorithms in a real test-bed and investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm in real environments.

7.1 Test-bed settings

We evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms in a real test-bed with five hardware switches, as shown in Fig. 9 (b). To testify the scalability of the algorithms, we adopt a two-layered network architecture: an underlay and an overlay, as illustrated in Fig. 9 (a). The underlay is a network that interconnects five H3C S5560-30S-EI switches, and five servers with each having an i7-8700 CPU and 16G RAM. Based on this underlay, an overlay with an AS1755 topology is built based on VXLAN and Open vSwitch (OVS) [47]. Its OVS nodes and VMs are controlled by a Ryu [50] controller. The proposed algorithms are implemented as Ryu applications. All the other settings are the same as the simulations of the previous section.

7.2 Performance results

We study the performance of the proposed algorithms Appro_Consolidated, Heu_Consolidated, and Heuristic. Specifically, we consider a dynamic scenario with the time being equally divided into time slots. A set of requests are ready for assignment in the beginning of each time slot. We then invoke the proposed algorithms in the beginning of each time slot. Fig. 10 illustrates the results of total costs and running times within a time horizon of 50 time slots. From the results, we can see that algorithms Appro_Consolidated, Heu_Consolidated have higher costs than that of algorithm Heuristic. The rationale behind is that algorithms Appro_Consolidated, Heu_Consolidated consolidate IoT application and its VNF together, and this may exclude some cloudlets with less computing resource and low costs. Furthermore, we can see that algorithm Appro_Consolidated has a higher total cost than algorithm Heu_Consolidated. This is because algorithm Appro_Consolidated does not consider the bandwidth capacity constraint of links. It thus admits more requests with higher costs. For the running times, algorithm Heuristic is the highest while algorithm Appro_Consolidated is the lowest.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the IoT application placement problem in a NFV-enabled MEC. We first considered a special case of the problem where both the IoT application and its VNF of each request are placed into a single cloudlet, for which we proposed an exact solution and an approximate solution with a provable approximation ratio without the bandwidth resource constraint. We also developed an efficient heuristic for the special case of the problem with the bandwidth resource constraint. Furthermore, we proposed an efficient heuristic for the IoT application placement problem
Fig. 7. The performance of algorithms Heuristic, NFV_First, and App_First in different networks.

Fig. 8. The performance of algorithms Heuristic, NFV_First, and App_First in real networks GÉANT, AS4755, and AS1755.

Fig. 9. The test-bed settings.

that jointly places IoT applications and VNFs. We finally investigated the performance of the proposed algorithms by simulations and experiments in a real test-bed. Experimental results show that the performance of the proposed algorithms outperform their counterparts.
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